Everyone in the house has a task that he or she normally does. Describe what everyone does, changing each active voice sentence into a passive voice sentence.

Example: John buys the food. → The food is bought by John.

1. Thomas washes the dishes. → The dishes __________________________ by Thomas.

2. Frank feeds the dogs. → The dogs __________________________ by Frank.

3. Maria prepares the food. → The food __________________________ by Maria.

4. David cleans the kitchen. → The kitchen __________________________ by David.

5. My father pays the bills. → The bills __________________________ by my father.

6. The gardener trims the bushes. → The bushes __________________________ by the gardener.

7. Helen sets the table. → The table __________________________ by Helen.

8. My mother waters the plants. → The plants __________________________ by my mother.


10. My uncle drives us to school. → We __________________________ to school by my uncle.
TOPIC: PASSIVE VOICE (SIMPLE PRESENT) 1 | LEVEL: Intermediate

ANSWERS:
1) are washed  2) are fed  3) is prepared  4) is cleaned  5) are paid  6) are trimmed  7) is set  8) are watered  9) is done  10) are driven